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语的最好办法是多练，而非背诵别人之答案！Q: compare the

different transportation,such as between plane,train,car.A: Generally

speaking, planes are the safest traffic transportation.It is very fast, but

the flight tickets are very expensive in China. If you have a long

distance trip more than 800 kilometers ,we should take planes .

Trains are much cheaper than planes. If your destination is located

near the train station and within 300 kilometers, you should take

trains. They are more comfortable than planes.(??) of course,you

take a plane or a train,you must catch plane or train by plane or train

timetable.so the most convenient tool is car,you can travel anytime

and anywhere you like.Q:can u just image the transportation in the

future and describe it for me?A: The transportations in the future will

be much more useful , safer and (??)Maybe it runs on land,on water

and on airQ:just compare the transportation in the past and now. u

like what transportation and why.A:In China, long long time ago

,people used horse, cows, on foot. Then it has changed into bikes

trains, Now we can travel by plane, train, bus, car, motorcycle. I

personally like motorcycles, because they are very

convenient.musicQ:describe the role music play in our life.A:I think

music plays the important role of our life. It makes our life brighter.

When we are happy, we want to listen to music for pleasure. When



we are blue, we can be encouraged by listening to music. It helps us

to forget the sad things. It makes us feel comfortable.Q:what effects

will take place u think to let children study an instrument?A.I think

some children like music and they are interested in learning

instruments such as piano, violin, dulcimer, electronic organ and so

on. If they have music talents, they can become musicians .But some

children hate to learn music instruments. If they are forced to learn

by parents, they will not be able to learn music and other subjects

such as English, mathematics, Chinese.Q:u like music or not?why?u

think music play what role in ur life?A: I like music so so.When I was

young, I did not learn any musical instruments, I liked reading books

listening to music after work.Q:describe the music u like most and

tell me why?A:I like some Chinese classic music, and western

symphony such as Spanish corrida music. I like rhythmical and
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